PRISMA
DRIVE

PROGRESSIVE DESIGN SERIES

PERSONALIZED PROGRESSIVE LENS
SUITABLE FOR DRIVING

Prisma DRIVE

		

Great view of the road,
mirrors and dashboard.

TOTAL COMFORT WHILE DRIVING
Taking into account the location of mirrors and dashboard, Prisma Drive Progressive’s power distribution
was specially designed to enable wearers to drive without making unnecessary head movements, ensuring
driving comfort.
Engineered using the latest progressive lens production technology, distance vision field has been enhanced
and amplified to provide users with a perfect vision of the horizon and mirrors.
However, drivers also need a clear vision of the dashboard. Therefore, intermediate vision has been
optimized, making Prisma Drive Progressive ideal for all distances where enjoying a long drive is important.
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PERSONALIZATION PARAMETERS
In order for 100% personalization, all personalization
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distance

Ideal for
wrap frames

parameters unique to each wearer must be added
to prescription data. The lens will be optimized
using default values for jobs with no personalization
parameters.

Near

EXCELLENT RESOLUTION THANKS
TO DIGITAL RAY-PATH® TECHNOLOGY
Digital Ray-Path® is an innovative calculation technique that uses a simulation of the binocular eye-lens system
to optimize the lens. Each unique lens is individually calculated, ensuring an adapted solution for any all
prescriptions and base curves.

Digital Ray-Path® Lens

Standard Lens
CONVENTIONAL PROGRESSIVE LENS

PRISMA DRIVE PROGRESSIVE LENS

HIGH DEFINITION
IN CURVE FRAMES
When the patient needs a curved frame
prescription, the lens needs to be specially
optimized. Otherwise, power errors affect
the wearer’s visual acuity. When these errors

are not addressed, lens performance is reduced.

Expanded
Clear Vision

Clear Vision

OPTIONS
MINIMUM FITTING HEIGHTS AVAILABLE

LENTICULAR OPTION AVAILABLE

Prisma Drive Progressive is available in 18 mm
minimum fitting height.

Edge thickness of minus lenses and center thickness of plus
lenses can be significantly reduced with the lenticular option.

Lenticular Lens

Standard Lens
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